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April 12, 2016
Blue Ribbon Task Force
c/o Kansas Water Office
900 SW Jackson Street, Suite 404
Topeka, KS 66612
Re: Testimony to the Blue Ribbon Task Force for The Long Term Vision for the Future of
Water Supply in Kansas
Thank you for this opportunity to present written testimony to the Blue Ribbon Task Force
in regard to funding demands pertaining to The Long Term Vision for the Future of Water
Supply in Kansas. We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for bringing water
issues in Kansas to the forefront and for your efforts to improve the Kansas water supply.
Friends of the Kaw, Inc. is a 501 c 3, grassroots, conservation organization, the mission of
which is to protect and preserve the Kansas River (locally known as the Kaw) for present
and future generations. We have actively participated in The Vision process and support
the efforts of many people across Kansas to address the water problems of our state.
Funding is an important component of The Vision and we believe that a combination of
funding sources can help to move us towards a healthier Kansas. We recommend that the
Blue Ribbon Task Force consider the following funding sources:
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utilize existing water plan funds
increase water usage fees
increase in-river sand dredging royalty fees from the current rate of $0.15/ton to
$.30/ton. This royalty fee has not been changed since 1996. Given that the Kansas
River channel is public property, we consider the dredging royalty as a lease fee to
the state of Kansas. In-river sand and gravel operations cause: (a) irreparable harm
done to the river’s channel, banks and ecosystem; (b) degradation of our drinking
water quality; (c) degradation to infrastructure such as public water intake supply
systems and bridge structures.
Consider adopting new methods of collecting and allocating funds for the
protection of water resources that would localize the collection and distribution of
dollars on a watershed basis. Under this type of scenario, different regions of
Kansas would be responsible for planning, managing, and paying to preserve their
own water resources. Funds raised through this watershed-based fee collection
system should be required to be used only for management and preservation of
Kansas water resources.
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We encourage The Vision to consider improvements to water quality and aquatic habitat in addition to
water quantity considerations as we move forward with this process in Kansas. The Kansas River
supplies drinking water to over 800,000 people and is a National Water Trail as designated by the
National Park Service in 2012. Governor Brownback has authorized the Kansas River Recreation
Committee to assist the Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism in promoting the Kansas
River Water Trail. This designation is indicative of what an asset the Kansas River is to our state, not
only for drinking water and waste management, but also a valuable recreation resource that can bring in
tourist dollars from both in-state and out-of-state.
Thank you again for this opportunity to provide written testimony to the Blue Ribbon Task Force. We are
pleased to be a part of the process as we work towards a healthier water supply for all in Kansas.
Sincerely,

Dawn Buehler
Kansas Riverkeeper
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These comments are my personal opinions. I own over 2000 acres of rural land in Kansas and Missouri,
including cropland, pasture and woodland. I also own a one-acre lot in a major metropolitan area. Some
of my land has acid rock drainage. I own over a mile of the Little Osage River. I have experience with
water not only on my farms, but also through my volunteer and charitable activities.
One of the things I have learned about public water is that prevention of pollution problems is cheaper,
by all measures, than remediation. Because I believe that to be true, it seems imperative to me that
Water Plan efforts be more and more directed to preventing water quality problems, so that treating
becomes less necessary.
In my view this will take two forms. First, a fee on water users, collected into a Water Fund, on a
watershed by watershed basis. I believe that a watershed-wide focus is essential to effective progress in
addressing our pollution problems, rather than piecemeal fixes of scattered parcels in scattered
locations. Water Funds have been used successfully in a number of locations, including, I believe, in the
Cheney reservoir area and the Wichita/Arkansas River area, as well as Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and
other places.
The second step is for downstream water users, for instance, in the communities along the Kansas River
and its tributaries, to require cleaner water upstream, from cities, farms, and industries, in exchange for
payment of the Water Fund fees. Using Water Funds to help bear the cost, and working on a
watershed-wide basis, these users need to require that sources of pollution be stopped going forward.
So long as there is money to implement the prevention measures, the only remaining barrier will be
whether streamside participation will be voluntary or involuntary.
I believe we have reached the point where participation must be 100%. If it cannot be obtained
voluntarily, then it must be obtained involuntarily, through regulation or eminent domain.
The news every week carries another story about polluted water being discovered in an unanticipated
place; about ignoring the danger signs until it is too late, and about the extensive efforts then required
to remediate. Charlestown, WVA, Flint Michigan, Southwest Colorado mines, and a host of others teach
us that our water is already greatly compromised and that there is a better way to cope with this
problem.
A recent University of Waterloo study found that even if we stopped pumping nitrogen fertilizer into the
soil today, it would be decades before the amounts already in the soil were used up. A recent multiinstitution study led by the University of Michigan for areas surrounding Lake Erie found that of the 20
or so mitigation methods tested, only 6 or 7 were effective enough to warrant widespread adoption
(riparian buffer strips, cover crops, etc.). Significantly, the Michigan study concluded that either massive
voluntary adoption, or involuntary imposition, would be required to make any mitigation efforts
effective.
State agencies in Kansas already know the extent and nature of the degraded state of our surface
watercourses. They already know what measures will work to eliminate surface water pollution. And a
two-step plan such as I propose furnishes the mechanism to implement these measures. All that is
needed is the political will to make it happen. I will be happy to discuss these points further, or to
furnish additional information, if requested.
Very truly yours, William Bradley, Overland Park, KS

